Scattered Squares Quilt finishes at 57.5” x 66.5”

**INGREDIENTS**
1 Layer Cake® - Orchard by April Rosenthal
1 Charm Pack - Orchard by April Rosenthal
3.5 yards backing fabric
0.625 yards binding fabric

**INSTRUCTIONS**

--- Cutting Instructions ---
Choose (39) 10” Layer Cake Squares
Cut from each Layer Cake Square
(2) 3” x 10” rectangles. Label A (Total of 38)
(1) 3” x 10” rectangle. Sub-cut into (2) 3” x 5” rectangles. Label B (Total of 38)
Remaining (23) 10” Layer Cake Squares, Label Block 2. (no cutting required)
Choose (39) 5” Charm Squares, Label C. (no cutting required)
Binding Fabric: Cut (7) strips 2.5” x WOF

--- Block Assembly ---

Block 1 Requires (2) 3” x 10” A*, (2) 3” x 5” B*, (1) 5” x 5” C  *Fabrics A and B will be the same.
1. Sew (1) B 3” x 5” rectangle to opposite sides of (1) 5” x 5” C squares. Press toward fabric B. Label Row B/C.
2. Sew (1) 3” x 10” A rectangle above and below Row B/C. Press seams towards fabric A. Block 1 measures 10” x 10” unfinished.
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 until you have sewn a total of (19) Block 1

--- Row Assembly ---
Assemble rows together with a 1/4” seam as shown in diagrams below.
Row 1
Row 2
Row 3
Row 4
Row 5
Row 6
Row 7

--- Quilt Assembly ---
- Sew rows together in numerical order with a ¼” seam.
- Press Row 1, 3, 5, 7 to the left
- Press Row 2, 4, 6 to the right
- Block seams should nest.
- Quilt and Bind with preferred method.

**YIELD**
Melanie Call
blog: A Bit of Scrap Stuff
instagram: @ABitofScrapStuff
5/28/2019

Original Recipe can be found at www.modabakeshop.com
Recipes are sometimes altered to correct errors. Please ensure that you have downloaded the most recent Printer Friendly Version before starting your project. If you find a mistake in this pattern, please contact modabakeshop@unitednotions.com.
This is an original pattern not intended for sale.